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It may sound foolish to ask what Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is as SAP ERP brings a
business unit a guarantee of success â€“ the biggest mantra to stay ahead of competition.

ERP has shown a mixed response from different business ventures and if you probably ask your
associates in business circle, you will get some very happy and contended customers on the other
hand some customers are utterly disgusted. The remaining will be neutral.

The happier ones are those who can focus on their business after installing and effectively
implementing ERP solutions. They are happy because they donâ€™t have to spend the day fire-fighting
to make the two ends meet for various day-to-day business operations. Their most crucial time is
spent on focusing on improving business profits and achieve enhances organizational profits. ERP
business solutions in business processes have enabled them to find ample time to work on
organizational goals rather than making the two ends meet.

SAP business one is integrated ERP software introduced with certain precautions and distinct
guidelines as per industry module and when these precautions and guidelines are studied and
harnessed into the system; the chances for failure are significantly reduced resulting in success of
the processes and business operations resulting in better business focus on strategic business
goalsâ€™ achievement.

Enterprise resource planning solutions should not be installed just because everyone is incurring
lesser operational problems in doing so. This is true but there is no ERP which can be a panacea to
business problems. For example a simple organizer canâ€™t alone plan and manage your proceedings.
You have to provide information to your organizer to enable it to save your time and efforts. An
organizer is no magic wand; it is merely a facilitator for better time management. 

SAP Business One software employs mass resources in terms of time and manpower at your end.
Certain business units make due investments in SAP Business One ERP software without judging
the resources in the organization required to implement it. In case of shortage of human resources,
the implementation might fail or not implemented with full force leading to sketchy implementation.

Business units install ERP business solutions without knowing the exact requirements of their
business unit. People are at their witsâ€™ end after buying these solutions. Vendorâ€™s salesâ€™ team comes
in and shows a few processes and takes a sigh-off without understanding the userâ€™s requirements
leading to total failure for the implementation.

The solution takes some time for installation and vendees have to plan their goals accordingly or
else the disaster is very near to them. In appropriate time-centric planning may result in haywire and
build frustrations at vendeeâ€™s top management level.

These points create major setbacks for ERP availing business units leading to negative response
from them. These points should be avoided and SAP business solutions have to be implemented
with proper planning understanding procedures and meeting business requirements. These
parameters will yield ample time to draft business and organizational goals and draft strategies to
implement them on time with complete efficiency.
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BIS helps manufacturing, retail and logistics Company to overcome their business challenges by
leveraging technology for better business coordination, maximize production and generate
maximum customer satisfaction by providing their assistance as a SAP Implementation, IT
solutions, a SAP Consultants. For more Information about BIS and IT Solutions visit us at
www.mpgbis.com
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